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From the
Executive Director
DEAR FRIENDS,
As we pause to reflect on 2018, we are encouraged by what was accomplished, strengthened
through challenges faced and grateful for the lessons we learned along the way. But most
of all, we are thankful for YOU and your unwavering commitment to ending gender-based
violence (GBV) in South Africa. Here are just a few of the highlights.
In 2018, LvA served a record number of people: 328 victims of sexual violence, domestic
violence, and child abuse, accessed life-changing legal and psychosocial support services
through our programmes. Without LvA’s support, many of these women and children would
have had to face this difficult journey alone.
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LvA provided direct legal services to 223 clients. Specifically, LvA assisted 126 clients with
protection orders and provided comprehensive support in 100 criminal cases. We sat in
courtrooms as clients courageously testified against their abusers. We celebrated 11 convictions
in criminal cases of rape, attempted murder, assault and kidnapping. It is a privilege for LvA to
join these brave women and children in their pursuit of justice despite overwhelming odds.
LvA also continued to work closely with local police and court officials to provide support
and ensure accountability in GBV cases. LvA pushed the police to arrest perpetrators who
would otherwise walk the streets freely, at times, continuing to terrorise their victims. We
challenged prosecutors who pressured domestic violence victims to mediate with their
abusers instead of fighting for justice on their behalves. These and countless other cases would
have slipped through the cracks without LvA’s intervention to insist that the system to work the
way it should.
Working closely with our legal team, LvA therapists provided 541 individual therapy sessions
to 128 clients and group therapy sessions for 47 clients. We watched as clients internalised
a sense of security and rediscovered the ability to trust and to hope. It has been poignant to
witness clients’ courage, vulnerability and openness throughout the therapeutic process.
LvA’s community engagement team also made tremendous strides in raising awareness
about GBV within the Diepsloot community and educating community members about their
rights, legal remedies and the available support services provided by LvA. Through various
outreach activities, LvA reached over 20,000 community members, educated 3,300 learners
and facilitated workshops for over 430 women and girls. LvA’s community action groups also
successfully planned and executed several mobilisation and awareness events, reaching over
3,000 community members.
On behalf of the clients we serve and our entire team, thank you. Thank you for your support
and ongoing commitment to ensuring that no victim of violence has to walk this road alone.
With your help, we look forward to growing and going from strength to strength in 2019.
Best,

CONTACT
Lindsay Henson
annual report
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To provide holistic
legal and psychosocial
support to victims of
gender-based violence
and to facilitate
structural change
through strategic
engagement with
state actors and the
communities in which
we serve.

2018 highlights
328 CLIENTS SUPPORTED
• 82
• 142
• 104

126

CLIENTS
ASSISTED
WITH
PROTECTION
ORDERS

Legal & Psychosocial Support
Legal Support only
Psychosocial Support only

CRIMINAL
CASES
SUPPORTED

100

541

33

INDIVIDUAL
THERAPY & COUNSELLING
SESSIONS

GROUP THERAPY
SESSIONS

434

WORKSHOP
PARTICIPANTS

3,300+ LEARNERS EDUCATED

20,000+
2

11

CONVICTIONS
AND GUILTY
PLEAS

COMMUNITY MEMBERS REACHED
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CLIENT PROFILE

CLIENT AGE

GBV
CASE TYPE

5%

6% 1%

43%

20%

17%

18%

CLIENT PROFILE

2018

Rape & Statutory Rape
Other Sexual Violence

41 – 60

18 – 25

Over 60

years old

26 – 40

Physical Abuse & Neglect
of Children
Attempted Murder by
Intimate Partner

EMPLOYMENT STATUS
36%
Employed

38%

Unemployed
Student

PERPETRATOR
RELATIONSHIP

3%
4% >1%
5%

24%

Adult Student

2%

6%
38%

9%

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

17%
17%

Boyfriend / Husband
Ex-Boyfriend
Family Member
Neighbour

1%

Community Member
Multiple Perpetrators

South Africa

Family Friend

Zimbabwe

Stranger
Colleague

4

Under 18

30
years old

4 – 68

2%

Domestic Violence

AVERAGE
CLIENT AGE

CLIENT
AGE
RANGE

60%

28%

Lesotho
Malawi

10%
86%

3%
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Mantwa’s Story

Mantwa’s
Story
In April 2017, Mantwa* went out with her friends for a drink. After her friends had left, she
was approached by her ex-boyfriend, Joshua*, who then forced her back to her shack in the
early hours of the morning. Once outside, he began to beat her to get her to open the door.
When she refused, he smashed all the nearby exterior lights to gain the cover of darkness and
continued his brutal attack on Mantwa, raping her. The attack went on for several hours and,
despite her screams, no one came to Mantwa’s aid. One of Mantwa’s neighbours called the
police but when they eventually arrived, Joshua escaped.
Mantwa went to the police station to open a case and was then taken for medical assistance
where she was referred to LvA for further support. Fortunately, the police were able to find and
arrest Joshua that same day. LvA immediately began providing Mantwa with critical legal and
psychosocial support, beginning what would become a 22-month journey to justice.
In the months that followed, LvA engaged with the investigating officer assigned to Mantwa’s
case to ensure that it moved forward and did not fall through the cracks, while providing Mantwa
with ongoing trauma debriefing and counselling. LvA also learned that Mantwa had been fired
as a result of needing to take time off for her follow-up medical appointments as her employer
did not believe that she had been raped. LvA immediately contacted Werksmans Pro Bono
Diepsloot Legal Clinic who agreed to assist Mantwa in bringing a case against her former
employer at the CCMA, which was ultimately successful.
Mantwa’s case went to trial in October 2017. Despite strong DNA evidence linking Joshua to the
crime, the trial dragged on for over 16 months. This was, in large part, due to extensive delay
tactics used by Joshua and his defence attorney in an attempt to frustrate and discourage
Mantwa from pursuing the case, including requiring a highly specialised interpreter. Joshua
was no stranger to the criminal justice system. He was a known serial rapist and gang
member, having raped at least four other women in Diepsloot, including two women that
Mantwa knew personally – one of whom had committed suicide following the rape. The
other had left Diepsloot altogether. Throughout the trial proceedings, Joshua continued to
threaten Mantwa and the other witnesses to drop the case through members of his gang.
A group of women from the community even went to Mantwa’s house to pressure her to
drop the case, but she persevered.
At each trial hearing, the court room would be filled with Joshua’s family and friends. Each
time Joshua was brought in, he would turn around and stare menacingly at Mantwa to
further intimidate her. LvA’s Senior Staff Attorney attended each hearing with Mantwa
so she would not be alone. There were nine in total. In a show of support, several of
Mantwa’s friends and other LvA staff members and volunteers also attended some of
the hearings. As one can imagine, each hearing was emotionally draining for Mantwa
and her friends (who were also witnesses in the case) due to Joshua’s extremely
violent nature. Their continued involvement in this case put them all at risk. In fact,
after completing their testimony, Mantwa and several witnesses relocated to another
province out of fear for their safety if they remained in Diepsloot.
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“I am so thankful
to those who fought
so hard for me”
– MANTWA

In June 2018, Mantwa took the stand and bravely told her story to the magistrate.
Throughout her testimony, Joshua was so brazen that he would laugh out loud in
court, to the point where the magistrate had to reprimand him for his behaviour.
But Mantwa never wavered. In addition to drawing on her own strength, Mantwa
had formed a strong relationship with LvA’s Senior Social Worker who had
provided ongoing counselling, court preparation and debriefing throughout the
process. Through these sessions, Mantwa had an opportunity to process her
initial trauma and prepare for the secondary trauma experienced during her
trial hearings. She was also empowered to foster the resilience and strength
necessary, not only see her case through, but to begin to move forward with
her life.
In February 2019, after another nine months of hearings and further delay
tactics, Joshua was convicted and sentenced to life imprisonment. This
result would not have been possible without the extraordinary strength,
courage and determination shown by Mantwa and her friends who
risked their own safety to fight for justice. When reflecting on her case,
Mantwa said “I am so thankful to those who fought so hard for me”
(referring to the support she received from LvA as well as the excellent
work done by the State prosecutor in this case). Now, a man who
thought he was untouchable, will remain behind bars, thus ending
his reign of terror on the women in the Diepsloot community.
*Names have been changed to protect the client’s confidentiality.
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ACCESS TO JUSTICE

Through LvA’s legal support, our clients never have to face the justice system alone. LvA’s
support enables them to take ownership of the process and gives them the strength to
fight for their stories to be told no matter how difficult it may be.
– NCUMISA SOPAZI, LvA LEGAL ASSISTANT

126

clients assisted with
protection orders

CRIMINAL CHARGE
BREAKDOWN

94%

of interim protection orders
secured for clients who submitted
applications

86%

of final protection orders secured
for clients who attended their final
hearing

ACCESS
TO
JUSTICE

For many victims of violence, securing justice feels like an
overwhelming, or even, impossible task. Some have lost
faith in the justice system due to missing evidence, countless
postponements or dismissive and degrading treatment by
those who are supposed to protect them. Tragically, in most
cases, there is nowhere for victims to turn when the system fails
them.

LvA PROVIDED
LEGAL ASSISTANCE
TO

8

223 CLIENTS

In 2018, LvA provided legal assistance to 223 clients, ensuring they
were aware of their legal rights, providing comprehensive support
throughout the process and pushing the justice system to work the
way it should.

Protection Order Assistance
LvA assisted 126 clients with protection orders including completing
the application, explaining the submission process, preparing them for
their final hearing and providing legal representation when needed. LvA
also worked with police to ensure that protection orders were properly
enforced when violated.

Criminal Case Support
LvA supported 100 clients with criminal cases of rape, statutory rape,
attempted murder and assault. Due to a lack of adequate resources and
other inefficiencies within the criminal justice system, GBV cases often
take several years to reach completion. As such, LvA first began supporting
40 of these clients in 2016 or 2017 and continued to provide ongoing
support in 2018, while 60 new clients were referred to LvA in 2018.
In each case, LvA worked closely with criminal justice state actors such
as local police, prosecutors and other court officials to provide support
and ensure cases were progressing through the justice system. LvA also
worked closely with other service providers including NCVT, Childline,
TeddyBear Clinic and POWA to ensure holistic service provision for clients.
LvA celebrated the conviction of six perpetrators in five matters for
attempted murder, rape, statutory rape, assault and kidnapping. Five
perpetrators pled guilty in four statutory rape matters and one attempted
murder case. While some perpetrators were given relatively lenient
sentences, others received heavy sentences for their actions including 18year, 20-year and 25-year sentences.

Statutory Rape:

35

Rape:

27

Assault:

21

Attempted Murder:

3

Attempted Rape:

2

Child Abuse:

2

Sex Trafficking:

1

CRIMINAL CASE SUPPORT
cases
100 Criminal
supported

11

Assisted with initial
police report

117

Engaged with the
investigating officer

43

Consultations with
State prosecutor

69

Attended trial hearing
with client

30

Engaged with other
service providers

CONVICTION STATISTICS
I know what it feels like to be failed by the justice
system. It is this personal experience that motivates
me to fight for our clients – to ensure they do not have
to face a system, that disregards their dignity and,
ultimately, their humanity, alone.
– BEVERLY GUMEDE, LvA LEGAL OFFICER

5 guilty pleas
6 convictions
105

years combined sentencing
annual report
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PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT

Research shows that GBV often results in significant distress and
mental health issues including clinical depression, PTSD, feelings of
helplessness, guilt, shame, fear and suicidal thoughts or behaviours.
With our integrated approach, LvA goes beyond addressing our
clients’ legal needs to ensure that their psychological, emotional and
mental needs are also met. In 2018, LvA provided psychosocial support
to 174 clients, meeting clients where they were at and supporting
each client’s personal healing journey.

PSYCHOSOCIAL
U
P
P
O
R
T
GBV CASE TYPE FOR
INDIVIDUAL THERAPY
CLIENTS

Sexual Violence

55

Domestic Violence

57

Child Physical
16
Abuse

STATISTICS

174 clients provided

psychosocial support

128 clients provided
individual therapy

541 individual therapy
sessions

47 clients provided
group therapy
33 group therapy

sessions

25 crisis interventions
5 shelter placements
10

Individual Therapy &
Counselling
LvA’s social worker and drama
therapist provided 128 clients
with 541 individual therapy
and counselling sessions. For
clients pursuing a criminal case,
therapists also prepared clients
emotionally before each trial
hearing and facilitated debriefing
afterwards to minimize the severe
stress, anxiety and further trauma
experienced in a courtroom
environment.

Group Therapy
LvA also facilitated group therapy
sessions for four different groups
in 2018. The first group was for
LvA’s adolescent clients (aged
13-16) who had experienced
sexual violence. The remaining
three groups were conducted
in partnership with NGOs
Afrika Tikkun and the Rhiza
Foundation in Diepsloot. A
total of 33 group sessions were
facilitated throughout the year
for 47 participants. Through
group therapy, participants
developed interpersonal trust,
self-esteem and an openness
that will assist them in fostering
healthy relationships in their
communities.

As we create spaces for our clients
to feel safe, heard, believed and
supported, the resulting gratitude,
relief and openness is truly beautiful
to see. I feel so privileged to take part
in this healing process.
— NZULU SKOSANA, LvA SOCIAL WORKER
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Thembi’s Story

She decided to take unpaid leave from work to give therapy a chance. LvA’s
drama therapist formulated a treatment plan for Thembi to find ways to
cope in her challenges and began seeing her several times a week. Drama
therapy was applied by using movement therapy premised on Mindfulness
Philosophy. Through this practice, Thembi was given an opportunity to
accept things in her life that she could not change and focus on the things
that she could change.

Thembi’s
Story
50-year-old Thembi* came to LvA in April 2018 for help after her estranged husband, Sakhile*, doused their shack with paraffin and set it alight, with Thembi
and her children trapped inside. This was not the first time Sakhile had done this.
Throughout their 28-year marriage, Sakhile would become physically violent and
then try to set the house alight using paraffin. In fact, Sakhile was out on bail for a
different criminal offence when this incident took place. LvA accompanied Thembi
to the police station and reported the incident to the detective branch commander who assisted in taking Thembi’s statement and effecting an arrest.
Over the following months, Thembi faced tremendous pressure from Sakhile’s family to
resolve the matter within the family. At the time, Thembi’s daughter was in the process
of initiating her customary marriage. For the marriage to proceed, members of Sakhile’s
family would need to engage in lobola negotiations with the groom’s family. Sakhile’s family
informed Thembi that they refused to participate in negotiations unless she withdrew her
criminal case against Sakhile and apologised to him for “airing the family’s dirty laundry in
public.” All these incidents triggered Thembi’s post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) which
she had developed as a result of years of ongoing abuse.
When Thembi first came to LvA, she had lost all hope and believed her life would not have
any positive outcomes. She was unable to go to work due to illness and was prescribed 16
tablets daily to cope. Thembi’s criminal case against Sakhile was also taking strain on her
health as the justice system repeatedly failed her. The investigating officer assigned to the
case repeatedly told LvA that the docket was “lost.” Unsurprisingly, the docket was “found”
shortly after LvA reported the matter to the detective branch commander, however, critical
evidence was missing from the docket. At that point, Thembi expressed that she did not have
the strength to fight for justice because she felt that everyone had hurt and betrayed her.

12

At the same time, LvA’s legal team continued to support her criminal
case. When the matter was finally placed on the court roll, the prosecutor
assigned to the case pressured Thembi to opt for mediation saying that
there was insufficient evidence to support a criminal charge. The prosecutor
stated that the only possible criminal charge would be ‘malicious damage
to property,’ however, because Thembi and Sakhile were married in
community of property, Sakhile was effectively destroying his own property
when he set it alight. LvA argued that the charge should be ‘attempted
murder’ because Sakhile had intentionally trapped Thembi and her
children inside the shack before setting it on fire. When the prosecutor
refused to budge, LvA reported the matter to the Senior Public Prosecutor
(SPP) who, upon review of the evidence, agreed with LvA and changed the
charge from malicious damage to property to attempted murder. Further,
the SPP removed the prosecutor from the case and agreed to try the
matter himself. In addition, due to LvA’s repeated follow-up, the detective
branch commander personally apologised to Thembi for the investigating
officer’s poor handling of her case and ensured that the missing evidence
was added to the docket, including a new statement from Thembi
which reflected the full account of the incident. Thembi’s case is now
proceeding to trial. This would have never happened without LvA’s repeated
interventions at every level of the justice system.
After months of therapy, Thembi’s personal wellbeing has also had a
positive shift. She has been able to stop taking prescribed medication for
her psychosomatic reactions due to stress and appears to have rediscovered
a sense of hope and optimism in her life. When her therapist noted these
changes, Thembi shared that she had rediscovered herself after having lost
herself in her marriage to Sakhile. While Thembi initially did not see divorce
as an option, she recently shared that she plans to file for divorce and feels
confident that she will be able to deal with any resulting challenges. Thembi
no longer believes that she is destined to suffer and is looking forward to
going back to work and rebuilding her life. She hopes to find a good partner
who will not hurt her. When reflecting on her own journey, Thembi shared
“The challenges are still there, but I am strong now to face my challenges
without any fear. I am bold, strong, courageous, stable and grounded.
Nothing and no one will stand in my way of reaching my destiny or goal…
I am ready to face the world. The hatred is gone… Now, I am full of love,
happiness and cooperation. I am a changed person.”
Thembi’s story demonstrates the power of LvA’s integrated approach.
Through LvA’s integrated legal and psychosocial support, Thembi was
empowered to become the author of her own narrative in holding Sakhile
accountable for his actions and finding the courage to rebuild a life free
from abuse. Once hopeless, Thembi now feels that her story can give hope
to other victims of gender-based violence.
*Names have been changed to protect the client’s confidentiality.

“I am strong
now to face
my challenges
without any
fear.
I am bold,
strong,
courageous,
stable and
grounded”
— THEMBI
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HOLISTIC SUPPORT
FOR CHILDREN
In 2018, LvA supported 64 children
who had experienced some form
of sexual and/or physical violence.
Under LvA’s integrated services
model, these children were
provided legal support, individual
drama therapy and/or group
therapy appropriate for their
age group.

64

Lizwi’s
Story

Caregiver Support Sessions
Recognising the complexities of trauma and its impact, not only on the
victim of violence, but also on those around them, LvA provides additional
support sessions to caregivers of children who have experienced sexual
violence. These sessions explore feelings of guilt, shame, fear or personal
inadequacy the caregiver may be experiencing and focus on the skills
necessary for the caregiver to support the child during this time. LvA
provided 21 one-on-one support sessions to caregivers in 2018. If the
caregiver discloses that she has also experienced either sexual or intimate
partner violence in the past and/or present, these sessions are also used to
work through any related suppressed or triggered emotions.

“Understanding Trauma” Workshops

Children supported

LvA also facilitates “Understanding Trauma” workshops for caregivers
which aim to:

GBV CASE TYPE
Statutory Rape

43

Physical Abuse/Neglect
Sexual Abuse

7

Attempted Rape
Other

1) educate on the biological, psychological, social and sociocultural
impacts of trauma; and

1

10

The Powerful Voice of a Child

2) explore the concept of support and how caregivers can support their
children.
A total of 10 caregivers and other family members attended two
workshops in 2018 and reported feeling empowered by the workshop to
better understand and support their children during this difficult time.

Lizwi* was raped by her neighbour when she was just 6-years old. After telling her
older sister what had happened, they opened a criminal case against him. However,
Lizwi was struggling to share the details of the attack with the prosecutor and the
perpetrator was maintaining a plea of ‘not guilty.’ This required that the case go to

3

95% OF PERPETRATORS ARE KNOWN
TO CHILDREN – 67% ARE FAMILY

trial. Lizwi was subsequently referred to LvA for support. It was later revealed that
Lizwi’s sister had also been sexually assaulted by the neighbour, further compounding
the trauma experienced by the entire family.
Applying its holistic approach, LvA provided integrated legal and psychosocial support to
Lizwi, while also providing psychosocial support to her mother and sister. Over the next year,
LvA’s drama therapist facilitated ongoing individual and group therapy sessions for Lizwi,
while the legal team provided comprehensive support in her criminal case.

MEMBERS OR NEIGHBOURS.

SERVICES PROVIDED

21

Criminal Cases Support
AND Drama Therapy

25

Criminal Case Support only

18

Drama Therapy only

14

PERPETRATOR RELATIONSHIP

GENDER
Female:
Male:
Intersex:

57
6
1

AGE:
3 – 6:
7 – 10:
11 – 14:
15 – 17:

4
8
22
23

Family Member
Neighbour
Community Member
Family Friend
Stranger
Other

36%
31%
10%
9%
5%
9%

LvA also facilitated individual therapy sessions with Lizwi’s mother and sister to provide a
space for each of them to deal with their own psychological impacts due to the trauma
experienced by Lizwi. Lastly, they were one of the first benefactors of LvA’s psychoeducational
workshop for primary caregivers. This workshop was designed to help caregivers understand
the psychological impacts experienced by their child due to sexual abuse and to equip them to
support their children at home.
Through this holistic approach, Lizwi was provided with a safe and supportive environment, not
only at LvA, but also at home. This ultimately enabled her to rediscover her voice. Lizwi was no
longer afraid to share her story and was able to disclose more details to the prosecutor. When
the perpetrator heard that the once silenced Lizwi was now ready to testify, he pled guilty and
was sentenced to 18 years in prison for his crimes.
*Names have been changed to protect the client’s confidentiality.
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EMPOWERING COMMUNITIES

We must break the silence, we must fight against women abuse, we must
stand firm and come together, be one against the abuse. We must encourage
each other to report abuse and not to tell each other that ‘love is supposed to
be that way.
— LvA COMMUNITY ACTION GROUP MEMBER

EMPOWERING
COMMUNITIES

community
members reached

One of the challenges faced in the fight against GBV is the normalisation,
and even acceptance, of such violence as a natural part of family and
community life. Further, when violence does occur, many people lack
information about their legal rights, how to access the system and
available support services in their community. In response, LvA conducts
targeted outreach, campaigns and workshops to raise awareness. We aim
to educate and empower community members with the information they
need to take a stand against GBV in their communities.

Community Workshops

Community Outreach

Empowering Social Change Agents

In 2018, LvA’s community engagement team reached over 20,000 In 2018,
LvA’s community engagement team reached over 20,000 community
members through weekly talks at three local clinics and actively
participated in various Diepsloot coalitions and committees. LvA also ran
a monthly segment on local radio station, SlootFM. LvA collaborated with
other stakeholders for larger awareness-raising events such as an anti-rape
march in August 2018.

LvA facilitated four 4-day workshops on GBV for
a total of 95 young women. In each workshop
series, participants developed a deeper
understanding of GBV from an intersectional
feminist framework, including concepts like
power, patriarchy and gender. They also
learned about the legal processes related
to GBV. Graduates of these workshop
series were then invited to join LvA’s
Community Action Groups where they
received further capacitation and skills
development. Throughout the year,
these Action Groups successfully
planned and executed five
community mobilisation events
– two Door-to-Door Campaigns,
an Awareness March, a Flash
Mob Drama and a Community
Dialogue Event during 16 Days
of Activism – reaching a total of
1,900 community members.

School-Based Interventions
Recognising that children are particularly vulnerable to various forms of
violence, LvA continued to work with primary and secondary schools to
educate and empower learners and educators. In 2018, LvA reached over
3,300 primary and secondary school learners through assembly talks and
after-school workshops on sexual violence. LvA also continued to work
with five secondary schools to implement the National School Safety
Framework (NSSF) to address various school safety issues identified by
each school.
LvA worked with 32 learners from two Early Child Development (ECD)
Centres around aspects of gender roles that may encourage violent
behaviour such as bullying. Through this intervention, ECD learners
developed prosocial skills including the ability to work together to create a
safe space. They learned to empathise with each other and engage in cooperative play without opting for aggressive behaviour. The ECD staff also
reported significant changes in learner behaviour following the intervention.

16

20,000+
In 2018, LvA facilitated five one-day workshops for 339
community members. Each workshop explained the
individual’s rights under GBV legislation, criminal justice
processes and state actor obligations. Participants were
very engaged throughout each workshop and several
participants later came to LvA for assistance.

3,300+
learners educated

6
2

9

434

schools engaged

ECD Centres engaged

workshops conducted

workshop participants empowered
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SYSTEMIC CHANGE

LvA hosts Magistrates from the
Randburg Court.

State Actors Partnerships
LvA prioritises maintaining strong
partnerships with key criminal
justice state actors including
local police, FCS unit officers, as
well as prosecutors, magistrates,
the court preparation officer and
intermediaries at the Randburg
Magistrates Court. LvA’s work
in Diepsloot is valued by senior
police and court officials who
are always willing to assist with
challenges faced. LvA continues
be one of the only NGOs to
attend the monthly case flow
management meetings at the
Randburg Court.

SYSTEMIC
H
A
N
G
E
Case Monitoring & Local
Accountability

By monitoring individual GBV
cases as they progress through
the justice system, LvA is able
to intervene at every level of the
justice system to address state
actor misconduct. In so doing,
we have seen senior officials act
swiftly to address misconduct
and request LvA’s support in
facilitating trainings to build state
actor capacity. We have also seen
self-imposed improvements
in attitudes and behaviours of
offending actors as they realise
that their poor treatment of GBV
victims and misapplication of
the law will not go unnoticed.
Notably, through this approach,
LvA reinforces that we are
genuinely interested in working
with, and not against, state actors
to strengthen the justice system’s
response to GBV.

Diepsloot GBV Forum members provide training for local Community Policing Forum (CPF).

LvA facilitates community dialogue during 16 Days of Activism event held by GBV Forum.

Diepsloot GBV Forum
Recognising a need for increased collaboration among both state and
non-state actors in Diepsloot, LvA established a local GBV Forum in 2018.
This Forum serves as a platform for collective awareness-raising, capacitybuilding and advocacy initiatives. The Forum meets quarterly to address
several challenges facing GBV victims including the lack of post-rape
medical care and shelters in Diepsloot, as well as the lack of training for
the Community Policing Forum (CPF). Forum members also collaborated
on an event that raised awareness among 200 community members
during 16 Days of Activism.

CPF GBV Task Team
One issue raised in the GBV Forum was the need to provide additional
training to the Diepsloot CPF around GBV given the high prevalence
rates in the community. Instead of providing a once-off training to CPF
members, LvA decided it would be more effective to provide ongoing
training to a select subset of CPF members representing each extension,
which would form a GBV taskforce. CPF leadership agreed to this and
the first training was facilitated in November for 35 participants. Ongoing
monthly trainings are planned for 2019.

18
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Sisters with Blisters
On 10 March, LvA had the privilege of sharing our mission with the masses at the 1st for Women Sisters with
Blisters Walk in partnership with Jacaranda FM. Thousands of South Africans took to the streets clad in bright pink
and even some wearing high-heels, to show their solidarity in the fight against the abuse of women and children.
The energy from the walkers was palpable and inspiring! As one of two selected event beneficiaries, LvA was
the grateful recipient of R135 000 raised from the event. An additional R5,000 was raised by participating
LvA volunteers.

Special events

Corporate
partnerships
FTI Consulting: Charity of the Year
In July, LvA was selected as one of FTI Consulting’s charities of
the year in South Africa. After learning more about LvA’s work,
the FTI offices in Johannesburg and Cape Town raised over
R22,000 to meet specific needs including a new sign for the
Diepsloot Centre, USB fans and additional office furniture. FTI
continues to share their professional expertise with LvA assisting
with ongoing marketing and communication needs.

Abbott Laboratories
Abbott Laboratories South Africa joined LvA in 2018 in the fight
against GBV in Diepsloot. In addition to the generous support
provided through the MTN Walk the Talk with 702, Abbott
donated R27,000 to meet specific needs including sponsoring
website development costs, therapy materials and office
furniture.
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MTN Walk the Talk with 702

WSP Group Africa (Pty) Ltd

On 22 July, over 120 people joined LvA’s Charity Team at
the MTN Walk the Talk with 702 to raise awareness of
GBV and LvA’s work to support victims of violence in
Diepsloot. Collectively, the team raised R41,800 from
friends and family, including a generous R25,000
contribution from Abbott Laboratories.

In 2018, LvA was selected as a recipient of WSP’s ‘spade-in-theground’ project which provides infrastructure in communities
with limited resources. Every winter, LvA’s Diepsloot Centre loses
consistent grid electricity for up to 2 – 3 months which has a
significant impact on our ability to provide vital services to our
clients. To meet this need, WSP generously donated R65,000
towards the installation of an integrated solar energy system
which has allowed LvA to be self-sustaining.
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Our team

2019 VISION

STAFF
STAFF

In partnership with foundations, embassies, corporates and

individuals throughout South Africa and abroad, we are seeking
to meet ambitious goals in 2019 in pursuit of LvA’s mission.

250
1
new LvA Centre
opened

150
victims start the healing
process through therapy

25,000
community members reached

15
victims pursuing justice
supported

50

relationships with local state
actors strengthened

criminal case convictions
achieved

250

learners and educators
empowered

Over the past five years, we’ve seen that LvA’s integrated
and community-based model works to address GBV
and strengthen the justice system’s response. We’ve also
recognised an urgent need for LvA’s specialised direct legal
services in communities throughout South Africa and are
raising funds to expand our work into one new community
in 2019.

But we can’t do it without your help. Please visit our
website to learn how to get involved. www.lva.org.za

Lindsay Henson

Tanaka Majecha

Rethabile Mosese

Executive Director

Finance Manager

Senior Staff Attorney

Beverly Gumede

Ncumisa Sopazi

Bandile Seleme

Legal Officer

Legal Assistant

Drama Therapist

Nzulu Skosana

Thalitha Mukansi

Phumzile Mnisi

Social Worker

Community Engagement
Coordinator

Community Outreach
Officer

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

IN-KIND DONATIONS

Bonita Meyersfeld – Chairperson

All Over The Show – Video production

Sheetal Vallabh – Vice-Chairperson

DevOps Business – Website development

Mpumelelo Mlilo – Treasurer

Exceed Accounting – Accounting services

Nataly Woollett

Hannelie Hoon, TLA – Payroll & taxes

Claire Veitch

Hothouse South Africa – Graphic design

Robin Pearse

PricewaterhouseCoopers – Audit services

Vasintha Pather
Lerato Zikalala

VOLUNTEERS
Duane Sampson – Human resources

CHAMPIONS

June Boyer – Board minutes

Justice Edwin Cameron –

Leslie Randolph – Marketing & communications

South African Constitutional Court
Justice Mandisa Maya –
South African Supreme Court of Appeals
Professor Michael Katz –
Chairman of ENSafrica

Emma Notten - Fundraising
Paula ten Hope – Intern
Koketso Mohela – Drama therapy student
Vonder Sibusiso Fihlani – Drama therapy student
Siyabuswa Skosana – Drama therapy student

Dr. Garth Japhet –
CEO of Heartlines & SoulCity Institute
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Our 2018 donors
to our donors, partners, and supporters who have joined us in our efforts to ensure that no victim of
violence ever walks this road alone.

Institutional Partners

Bernadette Notten

Marjolein Doll

Bokang Matlosa

Maya Jaffer

Carol Lang

Meghan Finn

Cathe en Hans

Meghan Maya

Chiaku Nwanna

Melisa Jordaan

Colleen Daniels

Mollika Das

Cornelis Cruijsen

N Wassink

Duncan Turner

Natalya Shershova

Eliza Munson

Nele Notten

Elridge Twayi

Niels Loeffen

Emma Cruijsen

Nikola Marie Daniels

Erica Randolph

Nyoko Muvangua

Ernest Mandel

Ogechi Nunn

Esther Meusel

Pieter Vd Boogaard

WSP Group Africa

Francesco Siefers

Premid

Garth de Villiers

Reatlegile Phiri

Monthly Donors

Helena Potgieter

Rebekah Krikke

Jaap Konter

Reitumetse Chaka

Jan Willem Rivierwijkers

Rob Appeldoorn

Joan Kistner

Romy ten Nijenhuis

Johan Van der Walt

Roy Sas

Jurjen Weemstra

Sanne Vaissier

Justin Bleumink

Sayanna Sudashni

Kajen Subramoney

Sifiso Zikalala

Karen Schreiber

Siphokazi Mbombo

Katharine Liese

Sophie Notten

Katherine Harding

SS Dheda

Kathleen Parker

Susan Schreiber

Kees & Annie Cruijsen

Tabata Cingashe

Bank: First National Bank

Anonymous

Lang Dayle

Thea Weijers

Abigail Hatcher

Larry & Mellody Henson

Thomas De Boer

Account Number: 62333686345

Alex Doll

Lauren Schrero

Tim Nouws

Alicia Rhodes

Lerato Thulo

Tom Driessen

Alstadt Jeroen

Lerato Zikalala

Trui Van den Bulck-Moerkerke

Amanda Makanya

Leslie Randolph

Truong Trung

American International School
– Johannesburg

Lloyed Rakgoale

Tshegofatso Tshangela

Anna Fryer

Lorraine Handel

Tyler Rychlewski

M Kindangen

Victoria Barr

Maarten De Leeuw

Victoria Quach

Mahlohonlo Tshangela

Vusi Mtshali

1st for Women Foundation
Abbott Laboratories
Avon Justine
Civil Society Development Fund,
French Embassy of South Africa
FTI Consulting LLP
Joint Gender Fund
National Lotteries Commission
NoVo Foundation Fund of Tides
Foundation
Rhiza Foundation
Third Thursday
Werksmans Attorneys

Advocate Robin Pearse
Amy & Travis Rinker
Claire Veitch
Jefferson & Shannon Henson
Justice Edwin Cameron
Laura Fenley
Nthabiseng Sibiya
Rob Hare
Sean Meyersfeld

Private Donations

Annemijn van der Veer
Anthea Ellis
Basane Mashaba
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CONTACT

On behalf of our clients, the Board of Directors, and the entire LvA team, we thank you! Thank you

Mandel Schreiber

Email:

info@lva.org.za

Phone:

072 031 1840

Address:

897 Buffalo St, Diepsloot, Ext 2

lawyersagainstabuse
LvA_South Africa
www.lva.org.za

Donate today to support LvA’s critical and life-saving work!
Account Name: Legal Centre for Gender Based Violence Association

Branch Code: 200607

